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Abstract
The home plays many roles in our daily lives. It provides shelter and a place to rest. It can be viewed as an extension of the self, portraying our hopes and ideals, and where we create our identity within society. However, contemporary homes are filled with modern appliances that offer few opportunities for creative output or experience, reducing potential for self-reflection and psychological growth.

This lifestyle of high consumption and productivity does not correlate with long-term happiness, but engagement in creativity does. Furthermore, art creation engages the emotional centres of the brain so can potentially be used to investigate and enhance happiness in the home. In particular, art therapy techniques (for example, art making in silence) can be used to trigger and explore positive emotions. Also, service design approaches (for example, experience journey maps) can facilitate the conceptualisation of new experiences, including happier ones.

Based in the UK, this research will therefore explore how creativity can contribute to happiness in the domestic space by using approaches from art therapy and service design. A series of workshops, comprising family homeowners and later service designers, guided by the researchers, will use techniques from these fields to investigate how home happiness might be developed/facilitated. The first of these workshops tested the use of art therapy techniques. This paper will present initial findings from this, such as creating the right context for reflective art making, facilitating emotional expression and art making with a focus on positive family time.
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1. Introduction
According to Nakamura and Csikszentmihalyi, a happy life is one that contains moments of flow – the complete absorption in what one does, using personal strengths to master challenges. Art making has been documented in art therapy to encourage experiences of flow. Art creation has also been linked to the expression of positive emotion, including happiness. Furthermore, it has been shown by research using fMRI scans, to provide alternative access to emotional centers in the brain when emotional mood drawings are created as this appears to activate corresponding neurological areas. This suggests that art therapy techniques can be used to elicit positive emotional responses and explore happiness. In this research,
they were used to investigate positive experiences in the home.

1.1. The Creative and Influential Home

The human need for self-expression can clearly be witnessed in the home. “The showcase of the self” refers to the human tendency to gather, arrange and display artefacts of emotional and social relevance in this space to develop a personal representation within a particular social context. Home is “a shelter for those things that make life meaningful”, a reminder of those attributes we respect and those we feel we are lacking. Accordingly, it is an evolving space, full of dialectic practices between individuals, objects and society.

Homes in this manner can influence our behaviour. For example, it can encourage social interaction by providing inviting communal spaces. Furthermore, our daily habits can influence up to 40% of our experienced happiness. Homes, by enabling certain activities or not, can affect our happiness.

1.2. Contemporary Domestic Lifestyles

However, contemporary consumerist lifestyles have resulted in many homes filled with commercial design products and appliances that discourage positive engagement. This is because most of modern design offers few opportunities for creativity and instead, arguably, focus on satisfying biological needs for pleasure. Csikszentmihalyi characterises pleasure as the harmonious feeling resulting from a physiological need (for example, sleep) being met. However, solely fulfilling pleasure needs in the home cannot bring happiness as this subsequently creates contexts of productivity and evanescence that lack emotional complexity. Life must also have experiences of enjoyment, those that contain novelty, a sense of accomplishment (i.e. the development of a new skill) and instances of flow.

Evidently, current lifestyles of high consumption do not necessarily correlate with long-term happiness and have been linked to higher levels of depression.

1.3. Happiness in the Home

Notably, research has shown that the existence of strong social relationships can lead to higher levels of reported happiness and these could be facilitated in the home. Findings from the previous study of this research supported this in which photo elicitation was used as a combined interview and creative method. 13 participants from home-owning families created photographic narratives of their domestic routines, later discussing these in semi-structured interviews. This caused them to deeply reflect about happiness triggers in the home and revealed several needs for home life happiness. The most prominent of these needs were self-love, reciprocal love and companionship in which positive time spent with family (for example, relaxing together) appeared to satisfy these needs simultaneously. It was therefore decided to continue to use image making (i.e. art therapy techniques) to explore the happiness aspects of positive time with family in greater detail through a series of workshops. This paper will present findings from the first of these
workshops.

2. Using Art Therapy Techniques to Explore Happiness in the Home

Art therapy is a type of psychotherapy that uses art creation to treat physiological and mental disorders or to aid in self-development\(^{19}\). In this, techniques such as silence and spontaneous art making can be used to help participants visualise feelings and thoughts that are difficult to verbalise\(^{20}\) and outsider interpretation of resulting artefacts is mostly discouraged\(^{21}\) to promote emotional authenticity\(^{22}\).

This workshop tested the appropriateness of art therapy techniques for the exploration of positive family time. Given their usual therapeutic setting, it was essential to trial these creative techniques in a preliminary study so that the most appropriate could be identified, modified if necessary and brought forward in later workshops.

2.1. Participants

This was a pilot study to test the viability of art therapy techniques to explore home life happiness. Furthermore, it is recommended for the numbers in a group art therapy session to be kept low (between 6 and 12) to afford each individual adequate attention\(^{23}\), so the group was intentionally kept small. Participants in this pilot study consisted of two male and two female, aged between 27 and 55 from different disciplinary backgrounds.

2.2. Procedure

This preliminary workshop was performed at an appropriate venue for art therapy techniques. The room was close to a sink (for washing brushes and hands), it had large windows (for natural light), and had ample table space and areas to work on and hang art\(^{24}\). The workshop was planned to last a total of 1.5 hours and was divided into three tasks. The activities and their purpose are summarised in order of occurrence in the table 1.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Tasks and procedures followed in workshop and rationales} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activity 1.</td>
<td>Prior to the workshop, participants were asked to pick an area in their homes where they spent the most time and carefully observe the imagery around them, making reflective notes and/or drawings on what they liked or didn’t like, would like more of or would like to change. For the first activity of the workshop participants were asked to share their outcomes with the group.</td>
<td>This was applied to establish initial interest before the workshop and to make participants more aware of significant images they kept in their personal spaces. In this manner, it was to help them draw meaning from later resulting artworks because the unconscious mind is influenced by images and this can influence the artwork that one creates. Furthermore, asking participants to share these outcomes at the workshop was used as an icebreaker activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous art making</td>
<td>Participants were given a black outline of a house as a template to decorate the page using any of the materials available without speaking. Once this time was up, they were each requested to explain the image they had created to the rest of the group.</td>
<td>This spontaneous art making technique was used to allow participants to visually free associate what home meant to them. Discussing their imagery with the group afterwards was used to assist participants in initially reflecting and understanding the meaning of their artefact. It was also to encourage collective learning as these overt contemplations might serve to trigger insights for other participants about the significance of their own artwork.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualising positive family time</td>
<td>Participants were asked to visualise a positive experience with family members using any of the materials provided, again without speaking. Lastly, they were then asked to individually discuss their images i.e. what it represented and reasons for their chosen colours, shapes, sizes and forms.</td>
<td>Having become more sensitised visually and emotionally to their personal understanding of home from previous exercises, this session was used to focus participants’ attention on the concept of positive family time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The workshop facilitator used the ‘participant observation’ approach and took on the role of ‘participant-as-observer’. Instructions for activities were narrated to participants and were also demonstrated (i.e. through pictorial examples) to help participants understand the workshop’s expectations.

At the end of the workshop, participants completed a feedback form and unstructured interviews were carried out to clarify their initial thoughts about the session. Due to the reflective nature of the workshop it was deemed important to allow participants additional time to consider their experiences. To that end, one-to-one semi-structured interviews were carried out with participants a few days after the workshop.

2.3. Analysis Strategy

The workshop and interviews’ data (video, audio footage, field notes) was analysed for evidence of deep reflection around home happiness. This was done using analytical memos, session summary sheets and sensitising questions. Full transcriptions were created from the audio recordings of the workshop and semi-structured interviews in order to sensitise the investigator to responses that illustrated relevant deep reflection. Analytical memos were utilised to clarify overall impressions after the workshop sessions and semi-structured interviews. Sensitising questions (i.e. How is this scenario encouraging reflection about positive family time?) were then used to amplify important aspects that indicated reflection in participants such as facial expressions of intense contemplation.

3. Results and Discussion

The analysis of the results identified applicable techniques that facilitated participants’ deep reflection and expression of feelings, both visually and verbally, to take forward in subsequent workshops. The ability of art therapy techniques to induce positive affect and generate insights around positive family time was also indicated. These findings will be discussed in detail in the following sections.

3.1. Creating the Right Context for Reflective Art Making

Activity 1 discussions suggested that the preparatory image awareness exercise triggered participants’ interest in the workshop prior to the session. It seemed to stimulate reflection about their aesthetical preferences for visuals in their surroundings and the significance of this (i.e. how these enforced or could facilitate their happiness). For example, one participant observed after doing this exercise that his current home environment felt more like an office space as his main living area was quite bare. In this, he remarked that he would like to change “the office shelves” for a “more homely oval” bookcase because otherwise “you just feel like you’re at work… 24 hours a day”. It thus appeared to create the right context for later artistic expression aimed at illustrating feelings (i.e. the happiness aspects of
positive family time) as oppose to rational thoughts. Furthermore, as they were given the freedom to illustrate their results through writing or imagery – with two out of four participants using both – it encouraged participants to start thinking about their feelings visually.

Additionally, the use of spontaneous image making in activity 2 appeared to serve as an adequate warm-up exercise towards art making. It allowed participants to select and experiment with any medium of their choosing to create randomised imagery. Participants were initially timid in approaching the materials but their confidence appeared to improve over time. For example, by activity 3 all participants had transitioned from just using one form of medium (i.e. colouring pencils) to using many simultaneously (i.e. coloured paper, crayons, glue) (see image 1).

*Image 1:* Read from left to right, this image shows notes and drawings from the activity 1 (image awareness exercise), then artwork from activity 2 (spontaneous art making) and activity 3 (visualising positive family time).

However, as different materials were placed at different points of the table where the participants were seated, this appeared to influence their material choices. For example, piles of magazines placed at the end of the table were left untouched for the duration of the workshop. Accordingly, materials could be evenly dispersed within easy reach of participants in future workshops to limit this.

Nonetheless, the resulting artwork was very personal to each individual and, consequentially, incoherent to the facilitator without additional explanations. This provided a safeguard against making personal evaluations of the artwork and dismissing participants’ feedback. Collectively, the techniques appeared to emphasise participants’ individuality i.e. how they thought of the world differently (see image 2 below).
3.2. Inducing Experiences of “Flow”

Evidently, by providing participants with a variety of materials to use and gradually advancing the tasks, participants appeared to experience periods of flow during the session. For instance, as the preparatory activity allowed them to document their thoughts through illustration or writing and activities 2 and 3 allowed freedom of material use, participants could engage in the tasks at their own level and pace, advancing their activity when ready.

Furthermore, all participants stated that conducting the art making in silence (activity 2 and 3) greatly aided in their concentration and immersion in the tasks. They asserted that discussions might have influenced the content of the resulting imagery. Observing participants silently working on artwork during the workshop and subsequently using the recorded video footage further confirmed this. Participants appeared to be heavily engaged in the tasks – their gestures and body language (i.e. contemplative expressions and pauses followed by meditated actions) indicated that they were carefully selecting materials and making thoughtful decisions about their compositions. Subsequently, all resulting artworks were very unique and different when compared collectively (see image 3).
3.3. Facilitating Emotional Expression

The image awareness exercise appeared to trigger appropriate responses in participants (i.e. descriptions of how they felt as opposed to what they thought of their surroundings) prior to the workshop, engaging them emotionally about their visual preferences.

The periods when talking was permitted (end of activity 2 and 3) appeared to give participants a platform in which they could share their insights with the rest of the group while limiting distraction from the art making process itself and rationalising of imagery. By requiring participants to immediately discuss their artwork or listen to others speak about theirs, they were forced to express or hold onto their initial reactions before these became distorted by conscious reconsideration. This was made evident by three out of four participants overtly reassessing what they were saying while they were explaining their image to the group. Such comments included, “I have somehow managed to dismiss my entire family” and “They’re like chakras … maybe half of them should be missing”.

Additionally, throughout the workshop the facilitator maintained a neutral composure with participants, not offering any interpretations about images while using eye contact and head nods to assume an attentive stance. As with similar interview techniques (i.e. neutral questioning), this enabled participants to express their thoughts without interruption and, consequently, aided in the creation of a suitable context for open reflection.

Admittedly, not all participants would be comfortable sharing their reflections in a group scenario or would understand their imagery completely. It was therefore deemed suitable to hold semi-structured interviews with participants after the workshop to accommodate a more private space for honest responses and allow participants additional time to reflect. Further review of relevant literature also
confirmed this as a viable approach as the meaning of the artwork could change for participants over time\textsuperscript{29}.

### 3.4. Art Making with a Positive Focus – Positive Family Time

Activity 3 seemed to be effective in enabling participants to be emotionally reflective about positive family time. For example, one participant remarked, “The best type of memories I have with family are talking about your problems” and another described, “There’s my family with the bottle [of wine] and that’s how I picture the summer”. Evidently, because they had to dictate all elements of the image, each participant needed to carefully consider all aesthetical choices in relation to what they were trying to portray. Consequently, this appeared to encourage some to think carefully about the roles each family member played in positive family experiences. For instance, one participant explained why each person was a specific colour and were placed at certain points on the page:

> These are my sisters who are identical twins. That’s why they’re the same colour and this sort of grey box down here is my mother… doesn’t really fit into what was a tight nit group… [partner] and I are under here because we do hold the whole group together.

Naturally, some participants were more reflective than others and were better able to give detailed accounts of positive family experiences. Nonetheless, it was clear that all reported experiences shared two qualities; they facilitated the expression of family members’ strengths and encouraged experiences of flow\textsuperscript{30}. For example, one participant described a rewarding weekend where she had to look after her nephews because she is “the responsible one” who entertains the children. Although the experience was tiring, being with them made her “feel whole”. Evidently, asking participants to focus on and visualise a positive family experience appear to amplify their momentary happiness by affirming the presence of this in their life. During the follow-up unstructured interviews, all participants reported that they felt very positive from the experience and wished for it to last longer. In this manner, the workshop also appeared to facilitate a platform for acknowledging the good things in one’s home life. Accordingly, this positive affect could encourage greater responsiveness from participants in follow-up semi-structured interviews in subsequent workshops.

### 4. Conclusions

This workshop provided an enjoyable experience for participants while reaffirming positive aspects of home life. The art making afforded an expressive communication tool for individuals to illustrate their unique thoughts and desires around similar topics at their own pace and level. The image awareness exercise
was effective in generating initial interest about the workshop activities. It engaged participants in the visual aspects of their surroundings and its impact on their happiness i.e. the need for separation between work and home.

Activity 2 (spontaneous art making) gave participants a chance to practice with the materials and proved useful in eliciting relevant responses around home, for example, what it meant to them. After conducting these tasks, participants were sensitised to personally significant domestic imagery – by first being made aware of meaningful imagery in their everyday life (i.e. image awareness exercise) and then specifically those related to home (i.e. spontaneous art making activity).

Activity 3 (visualising positive family time) allowed them to focus on positive experiences with family members and illustrate these. Collectively, the three workshop activities (i.e. activity 1, 2 and 3) combined to allow participants a gradual transition from familiar materials (i.e. pencil) to those that were more adventurous (i.e. collage). Furthermore, conducting these activities in silence enabled participants to concentrate on tasks, minimising influence from others. This resulted in all artworks being very personal in appearance, necessitating accompanying comments from participants to clarify meaning. This would therefore reduce the risk of personal biases influencing findings in later workshops. However, it was also noted that participants might not feel comfortable discussing reflections in a group and the meaning of the artwork might change over time. Subsequent sessions would hence include follow-up semi-structured interviews a week after the workshop.

Nonetheless, the resulting images appeared to ease this process as they provided participants with reference points for discussions when sharing insights with the group. Furthermore, as all elements of the image where dictated by the individual, each needed to consider their aesthetical choices, especially when explaining this to the group. This also encouraged individuals to think about the roles each family member played and the events that lead to positive experiences with them. This evidently lead to the preliminary identification of possible conditions for positive family experiences i.e. utilisation of one’s strengths and experiences of flow, that could be further explored in subsequent workshops with semi-structured interviews. Having been sensitised to their personal happiness triggers around positive family time during the workshop, participants would be in a stronger position to deliver insightful answers around these topics. Relevant questions for each participant based on their workshop responses could also be formulated to explore how time with family using one’s strengths or experiencing flow might be facilitated within the home. Following this process, art therapy techniques could potentially make a valuable contribution to the understanding of happiness in the home.

5. Future Work

This preliminary study confirmed the effectiveness of art therapy techniques in promoting personal emotional connection and demonstrated strong potential in
investigating positive family time in the home. The next stages of this research will use these techniques in the second study workshops to explore the concept of positive family time intensely i.e. how the expression of personal strengths and experiences of flow\(^3\) are facilitated in these instances. Subsequently, these results will be used by service designers in a final workshop to create design interventions for the facilitation of happy experiences in the home.
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